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We shared a variety of options that would make it possible:

Payment
Subscription Service
One off Payments
Credits

How to Train
Pre-recorded
Live, online training
Zoom Style (everyone visible)
Youtube Style (Watching it live online, with chat) 

Original  Concept

We were contacted by Ben
Gaffney (Director of TML) to build
an application for trainers &
trainees to connect via a training
platform, allowing the trainees to
pay trainers for their time through
a simple, low-cost solution.

They wanted it to be the "Netflix"
of online training.
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The Colours
The target audience for Train Me Live, determined after vast research into
users of fitness apps and those who were most likely to attend online classes,
is primarily women who are at home, including mothers and those generally
interested in fitness.

With this in mind, the colours were chosen to be inviting to the target
demographic and bright enough to be eye-catching. Most fitness platforms use
blacks, whites, blues and reds, so Train Me Live stands out from them with a
bright pink and contrasting grey palette.

The Font
The font chosen for brand website
content was "Helvetica Neue" as it is
both popular and a responsive font for
an online platform. However, it is a
common font; to make social media
content stand out, "Horta" was chosen
both for its energetic feel and angled
edges giving it a good sense of
movement.

Colours  &  Branding

Font:  Horta



Payment  System

Viewing a Class
After a discussion with the client, we settled on a credit-based system. A
trainee can purchase credits at the cost of 60p per credit.

The credits are then used as an in-app currency to purchase classes. 

The payment service we built runs directly through Stripe. It allows the users to
pay via card, Google Pay & Apple Pay.

It also includes a built-in option to view invoices, payment methods and
payment history and allows users to request refunds.

Trainer Buy-out
Trainers receive 30p per credit spent in their sessions. For example, a trainer
who has 100 attendees in a class that costs trainees 3 credits would receive
£90 for that session.

As soon as they accumulate £50 they can "cash-out" and the funds will be paid
directly into their bank account.



Booking  System

Booking A Class
Trainers can book a class and view their own personalised timetable, showing
exactly which classes they have booked and can join.

They will receive an email & push notification 30 minutes prior to their class to
ensure they have everything prepared.

Trainers Timetable
Trainers also have a full timetable to manage their classes and make
modifications. They can also view who is attending their sessions.



Live Training  & App

The website was built for all device sizes, so users
can work out or book a class on their PC, tablet or
mobile phone.

We also published an app in both the Apple App Store
and the Google Play Store. It has a fully-integrated
video system in which the trainer can see all trainees
and support them with the technique and skills.

The app features the same library as the website,
allowing training in fitness, languages, computer skills
and much more...



Having a built and functioning app is a wonderful thing but to get users to find and
install it, Train Me Live needed to start building brand awareness and directing traffic
to the app and website to sign up and begin classes - be that teaching their own or
joining a those hosted by trainers from around the world.

It was important to the client that the graphics and copy used on social media
reflected the platform's diversity, sticking closely to the brand while looking both
modern and inviting.

After research into competitors' marketing, we came up with a different approach:
giving fun facts, motivational quotes and more with a consistent call to action so
potential users knew where to go. We also promoted various trainers who provided
video clips and images.

The platform has grown steadily over Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn.

Social  Media



Train Me Live has continued to grow and has received modifications when required.
Since launch, we've built a pre-recorded video library where trainers can upload
videos and trainees can purchase access to view them directly through the site. 

Future plans include integration of an online shop for trainees to purchase clothing
and new training equipment.

Results

visit the site today or download the app



We Make the Web

Email: contact@e2estudios.com
Website: e2estudios.com
Phone: 07999440531

Follow Us:

Contact Us

About Us
E2E stands for End to End. We offer businesses
solutions and see them through from the very
conception of the idea to promoting the production
and supporting its lifecycle. Set up by Michael Pardon
and Matt McMahon, our main goal is to support &
provide a high standard of work and customer
service to each of our clients. We pride ourselves on
being realistic and in open communication with our
clients to share in your successes in all areas of IT
and Digital media.


